THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN YOUR THOUGHTS AND YOUR EXPERIENCE
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"I have already indicated that you cannot ask me to release you from fear.
I know it does not exist, … [Text-#27/31]

!
I know it does not exist.
!

…"but you do not. If I intervened between your thoughts and their
results, I would be tampering with a basic law of cause and effect; the
most fundamental law there is. I would hardly help you if I depreciated
the power of your own thinking." [T-#27/31]

!

Yes. If someone relieves you of the discovery that your thoughts
absolutely govern the way you experience Reality, you would become disempowered, and you would not find the occasion for recognizing the
authority you exercise over your particular biased experience of Reality,
the Kingdom of Heaven. And if you do not find the absolute relationship
between your thoughts and your experience, you, first of all, will feel that
you exist without any authority. And that therefore, you are like a leaf in
the wind to be blown about hither, thither, and bond by whatever
currents there are. And you will become depressed. And you will become
even more dysfunctional. And you will become even more afraid.
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You have to find out the absolute relationship between your thoughts and
your experience; the authority you do have. Why? First of all, so that you
can feel your power, even though it's an ego power. You must discover
your power so that you can demonstrate to yourself by a more
constructive use of your mind that you can have a more constructive and
harmonious experience. In this way, you learn that you are not subject to
chance, or fate, or the way the wind is blowing, but you are subject only
to the thoughts, the ideas, the definitions, the meanings that you are
choosing to give everything.
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Now, when you learn this, and how absolute the relationship is, and that
therefore you are never the innocent victim of any circumstance, or
anyone you know, you have experience that allows you to look at God
and say, "If God is Infinite Intelligence, and if God, if the Mind of God is
the Cause of Existence, the Cause of Being for everything that be's, and
if--no, not ‘and if’--then I have now the ability to acknowledge the
possibility that the Thoughts of God absolutely govern Creation. And

because God is indivisible and undivided, there can be no conflict in His
Thought. And therefore, there cannot be any conflict in Creation.
Therefore, since I have been learning that the call is to turn around to the
Altar and yield to God, I can do it without being afraid that God is a
whimsical God and that I will become subject to whatever whimsical thing
He might choose for me that might place me at a disadvantage. I don't
have to be afraid that He's a wrathful God. I know from my experience of
the absolute connection between my thoughts and my experience, that
God coming from an indivisible and undivided place is an absolutely
secure Presence for me to yield into completely."
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Conversely, if you do not see the absolute connection, the absolute
authoritative connection between your thoughts and your experience, and
you feel vulnerable to life itself, you will not be able to bring yourself to
yield willingly and completely into God. Because your God will be to you a
reflection of the way you're seeing life, and you will see Him as whimsical,
even divided within Himself, and sometimes angry at you, and sometimes
loving of you. And you will not be able to find the courage to yield to
God.
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